Talking about Pedala Manaus actions

Convivência Legal

Bike Blitz
more actions...

Manaus Bicycle Forum

Bike Parking
PEDALA MANINHO PROJECT

It is a social inclusion program which is for the ghettos in the city in Manaus. It aims to discuss the urban mobility problem with local communities and the use of bicycles as a main mode of transportation.
Collecting old and used bicycles

bicycle parts donated by people
Fixing all the old and used bicycles

Mechanic volunteer fixing all donated bicycle
Debates on cycling mobility

Volunteer talking to youngers about mobility, traffic laws, bicycle empowerment
Bike donation

Replacing a broken bicycle for a better one
Mobility education for children
Snack time

Snack being distributed for the children
Bike Angel Program

Volunteer teaching some children how to ride a bike
Thank You!

Volunteers
contato@pedalamanaus.org
www.pedalamanaus.org/
instagram.com/pedalamanaus
Facebook.com/pedalamanaus
+55 (92) 98233-8600
+55 (92) 99613-9979